




“Moving Sculpture” of Daphne Jiyeon Jang

  In her large-scale video installations, new media artist Daphne Jiyeon Jang 
uses 3D animation, video projection and spatial mapping, to bring new 
meaning to classical sculptures. Using self-generated 3D models Jang hopes to 
‘unfreeze’ the fixed identity and meaning of historical works, by reanimating 
these classical artefacts in the present. Constructing a virtual space within 
which classical sculptures are able to move and gesture, Jang’s ‘moving 
sculptures’, are designed to unravel the frozen time of antiquity and hint at 
hidden narrative meanings in the past, that still reverberates in the present. 
Jang’s hope is that the works will possess an emotional power that will engage 
the viewer, inviting them to reconsider the nature of the past and the relevance 
and importance of classical, mythic stories and tales in contemporary culture.
       

 
 



Strayed Glory
This work has a story about a very well-known cultural 
asset call as the Elgin Marbles - Parthenon Marbles 
situation among the British Museum of the UK and 
Greek. 
The Modern societies, fairness and opportunity are 
replaced by the laws of the jungle.  In the meantime, in 
such a rule has been existed since ancient times.

A Jang’s new piece “Strayed Glory” suggested that to 
consider again the issue in a morally way. As much as she 
studies more about the Elgin Marbles - the Parthenon 
Marbles, she realized that pieces of the Parthenon 
Marbles look like kidnapped pieces from the British 
Museum. The original shine is gone and became a 
battlefield.

More and More people now know that Elgin Marbles 
took from Lord Elgin when he was in Greek as the 
British ambassador to the Ottoman Empire from 1801 to 
1805. As a result, he is still taking severe criticism. 
Nevertheless of criticism, some people still believe that 
the Parthenon Marbles in the British Museum were 
donated from Lord Elgin, and hundreds and thousands 
of people of guests visit there to see the beautiful 
Parthenon Marbles as also known as Elgin Marbles. 
Although the Elgin Marbles are stolen pieces, it still 
belongs to the British Museum. As so, it is a dilemmatic 
on-going issue between the UK and Greek. 
Paradoxically, however, after the Brexit, the European 
centuries started to support Greek. The paradoxical 
situation shows the laws of the jungle prevails. 

 

Primarily, the Parthenon built to honor 
Athene’s power and glory. However, It 
cannot find the original meanings and even 
they look as weak as most.
At this point, “Strayed Glory” shows a 
current position of the Elgin Marbles - 
Parthenon Marbles. 
Jang re-created sculptures as ‘Moving 
Sculpture’ invite sources mostly from the 
pediment and some parts of the Elgin 
Marbles - Parthenon Marbles. 
Athene from Jang’s work seems very sad 
and weak different from her fame in myth 
history. Also, deconstructed moving images 
of the Parthenon marbles in the pediment of 
Jang’s work gives feels a relief of frustration 
but at the same time, it has a meaning for the 
tragedy of obsession.

Figuring the history and on-going issues 
related to politics among the countries is not 
a simple issue. Nevertheless, no matter what 
complex and tough situations, if we are 
regard as simple as morally, the issue will be 
solved much wisely.  

 Daphne Jiyeon Jang





STRAYED GLORY- "RELICS"
 Site Specific Installation Version for the Show “RELICS"  - Installation view

VOD Link- https://vimeo.com/413562664









STRAYED GLORY - ECA Sculpture Court
Site Specific Projection Version at the ECA Sculpture Court - Installation View

- Produced for the ECA Sculpture Court VOD Link- https://vimeo.com/371854694
    

STRAYED GLORY _Video Installation_3min loop_2019-20 © Daphne Jiyeon Jang.
 
 







STRAYED GLORY- ECA Main Stair  
Site Specific Projection Version at the ECA Main Stair - Installation VIEW

- Projection for the ECA Main Stair  
STRAYED GLORY _Video Installation_3min loop_2019-20 © Daphne Jiyeon Jang.

 
 









STRAYED GLORY- “UNCIVILIZATIONS”

Installation for the Gallery Space - Hyper Media Art Show - Installation VIEW
by displaying the brand new hologram projection Hyper VSN  

- Produced for the Solo Show “Uncivilizations"
STRAYED GLORY _Video Installation_3min loop_2019-20 © Daphne Jiyeon Jang.

VOD LINK
#1. https://vimeo.com/user82828651/review/413566565/bd8e6afba7 

#2. https://vimeo.com/398080255   
 





STRAYED GLORY - PEDIMENT  
   Various Spacial Design : Pediment - Gallery version 

To consider situation for presenting work at the gallery space 
or the case of could not use spaces but a wall, the Pediment version produced.

STRAYED GLORY _Video Installation_3min loop_2019-20 © Daphne Jiyeon Jang.

VOD LINK
#1. Preview VOD - https://vimeo.com/424740155

#2. Full (web version) - https://vimeo.com/424494783

https://vimeo.com/424494783






Daphne Jiyeon Jang
 Daphne Jiyeon Jang received her BFA from Ga Chon University’s (Kyung Won University) 
Sculpture department, and she is studying MFA Contemporary Art Practice at Edinburgh College 
of Art at The University of Edinburgh. Jang has an international career in new media art 
practices and is recognized for her Moving Image - “Moving Sculpture” projection mapping and 
installations. Her works have been exhibited in Asia, Europe, and the United States, including at 
the Cite internationale des Arts (Paris), Waterfall Mansion (New York), AHAF (Hong Kong), 
Art & Design Future Lab (Shanghai) Islington Mill (Manchester) and the Seoul Museum of Art. 
She has participated in several residency programs, including at the Cite internationale des Arts 
(Paris) and Art Funkl (Manchester). Also, she has collaborated with global firms, SONY and 
Hyper VSN.
Jang’s residency program at the Cite internationale des Arts (Paris) sponsored by Gana Art 
Foundation awarded in 2015, and her large-scale 4K projection installation collaboration work 
commissioned by SONY at the 4k Projector Global Lunching Show in New York. Jang attended 
“Trading Zone” at the Talbot Rice Gallery in Edinburgh awarded in 2019. Also, she is recently 
featured as a winner of the RSA - The Royal Scottish Academy 2019 Keith Prize for the best work 
by a student of any age studying Fine Art at a Scottish Art College and 2020 John Kinross 
Scholarship. Also, Jang got a huge sponsorship from Hyper VSN Korea which is a cutting edge 
3D hologram technology invented in the UK - Futureshapers for her solo show “Uncivilizations” 
at the gallery Obscura Seoul.

STRAYED GLORY - PEDIMENT_Video Installation_3min loop_2019-20 © Daphne Jiyeon Jang.
 
 



ECA DEGREE SHOW SIMULATION 
STRAYED GLORY _Video Installation_3min loop_2019-20 © Daphne Jiyeon Jang.
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     https://vimeo.com/user82828651

Daphne Jiyeon Jang
www.daphnejiyeonjang.com


